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 It's True! You Can Have a Profitable and Scalable Business without Overwhelm orExhaustion
  JOIN THE HERBUSINESS NETWORK 
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  How To Find Your Focus Amidst a Sea of Distractions
   [image: Blog Posts]   By Suzi Dafnis 
   Planning, Her Business 

 Do you struggle to know what to focus on when so many things are screaming for your attention? I know it can be difficult, so that’s why I’d like to help. Here are five things I do that help... read more
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  Empowering Women Entrepreneurs Is What We Love To Do
   [image: Blog Posts]   By Suzi Dafnis 
   Sales & Marketing, Her Business 

 Hey there. The possibilities of what we can create, experience, share, and learn together in 2024 fill me with anticipation. Whether you’re growing your team, launching a new product or service, up-levelling your business model to give you more... read more
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  Featured Member – Angela Counsel – embrace
   [image: Blog Posts]   By Suzi Dafnis 
   Featured Members, Her Business 

 We are thrilled to announce Angela Counsel of embrace as the 2024 Member of the Year. Angela is a Naturopath and Menopause Coach and supports women as they move through their menopause transition to embrace the changes that are... read more


Featured Members
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 Featured Member – Donna Cross – CDCS
 

 “I knew I could make a difference, working with other businesses and service providers to help them succeed.”  Growing up in a family-run tourism business Donna Cross of CDCS always saw the independence and freedom that ‘being your own... read more
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 Featured Member – Annette Gray – Annette Gray Consulting
 

 “Leadership and culture change begins with a simple conversation.”  With over 30 years of experience in designing and facilitating leadership programs for leaders and safety professionals in construction, infrastructure, education and finance, Annette Gray of Annette Gray Consulting has... read more
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 Featured Member – Kristy Smith – Virtual Elves
 

 “You have to let go to grow.”  After working 15 years in fast-paced, under-pressure hotels and hospitals, managing teams of over 150 people and always being on call, Kristy Smith of Virtual Elves discovered that having children carved out... read more
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 Suzi Dafnis, CEO
Every day I get to do what I love… and that’s to spend time with the amazing HerBusiness community.
And what I often hear members say is that running their businesses can be a rollercoaster ride… exhilarating and inspiring one minute, challenging and frustrating the next.
If that sounds familiar... you’re not alone!
 Read More 



About herBusiness
Celebrating 25 Years!
HerBusiness (formerly Australian Businesswomen’s Network) is a membership community that provides education, training, resources, mentoring and support for women who want to:
	Grow their businesses
	Connect with other business owners and expand their network
	Learn from world-leading role models and experts
	Be inspired and encouraged through every stage of their growth, from the startup phase to established business and beyond
	Create the business and life they love
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Your Next Money MoveWhat You Need to Do RIGHT NOW to Grow a Profitable, Sustainable Business That Doesn’t Burn You Out!
LIVE! Sunday, 14 April at 7.00 pm AEST (Sydney time)

YES! Send My FREE Ticket






      